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1. INTRODUCTION
In functional analysis, the concept of space is very broad and astonishing. A space
will be a set of unspecified elements satisfying certain axioms, and by choosing dif-
ferent set of axioms, we shall obtain different type of spaces. In partially ordered
set, as the name indicates, ordering and sequencing is defined between the elements
of a set. Although there are some elements in the set which are not related. A set
in which all elements are related is called totally ordered set. In [18] Marr defines
the concept of convergence in partially ordered metric space. Also, he tried to obtain
a relation between metric space and partially ordered metric space, and claimed that
the fixed point theorems in metric spaces are the particular cases of fixed point results
in partially ordered metric spaces.
Definition 1 ([18]). A partially ordered space is a set X with a binary relation ,
which satisfy the three conditions:
(1) x  x for all x 2X ;
(2) x  y and y  ´ implies x  ´ for all x;y;´ 2X ;
(3) x  y and y  x implies x D y for all x;y 2X .
There is vast literature of obtaining fixed points using different contractive condi-
tions. In this direction, Dolbosco [3] took initiation to gave fixed point results using
altering distance function or control function. Altering distance function measures
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the distance between two points. Khan et. al. [15] worked on the concept of altering
distance between points, for pair of self mappings. Also, Altun [1], Aydi [2], Gupta
et al [8,9], Iseki [11] established theorems on sequence of self mappings with altering
distance function.
Definition 2 ([15]). An altering distance function is a function  W Œ0;1/ !
Œ0;1/; which is
(1) monotone increasing and continuous,
(2)  .t/D 0 iff t D 0.
In 1963, Gahler [6] introduced the generalization of metric space and called it 2-
metric space. Fixed point theorems in 2-metric space has been proved initially by
Iseki [12]. After that several authors proved fixed point results in the setting of 2-
metric space. In 1979, Fisher [5] gave common fixed point results using commuting
mapping. Jungck [13] and Kubiak [16] also proved some results using commuting
and semi-commuting mappings. In 1992, Murthy [19] used compatible type map-
ping to find fixed point, which is more general than commuting and semi-commuting
maps. After that in 1978, Khan [14] proved a result by taking a uniformly convergent
sequence of 2-metrics in X. In 1988, Ha et al [10] objected on Gahler theory that
2-metric space is not the generalization of metric space. He claimed that the contrac-
tion mappings in these spaces are unrelated. These considerations inspired Dhage [4]
to introduce a new metric namely D-metric. After that Sedghi and Shobe [22] gave
D metric space which is more general than D-metric space. Further the topological
properties of D-metric space are objected by Mustafa [20] in 2003, and Mustafa [21]
gave a more generalized metric called G-metric. He defined many concepts like con-
vergence, continuity, completeness, compactness, product of spaces in the setting of
G-metric space and stated that every G-metric space is topologically equivalent to a
metric space.
Definition 3 ([21]). Let X be a non-empty set and G W X X X ! Œ0;1/ be a
function satisfying the following conditions for all x;y;´;a 2X ,
(1) G .x;y;´/D 0 if x D y D ´;
(2) 0 < G .x;x;y/ for all x;y 2X with x ¤ y;
(3) G .x;x;y/G .x;y;´/ for all x;y;´ 2X with x ¤ y;
(4) G .x;y;´/DG .x;´;y/DG .y;´;x/ :::;
(5) G .x;y;´/G .x;a;a/CG .a;y;´/ for all x;y;´;a 2X .
Then the function G is called G-metric on X and the pair .X;G/ is called a G-metric
space.
In 2011, Sedghi and Shobe [23] introduced a more general space namely S-metric
space which is generalization of D metric space and G-metric space.
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Definition 4 ([23]). Let X be a non-empty set. A generalized metric or S-metric
on X is a function, S WX X X! Œ0;1/ that satisfies the following conditions for
all x;y;´;a 2X ,
(1) S .x;y;´/ 0;
(2) S .x;y;´/D 0 iff x D y D ´;
(3) S .x;y;´/ S .a;y;´/CS .a;x;x/ :
Then the pair .X;S/ is called a S-metric space.
Example 1 ([23]). If X DRn; define
(1) S .x;y;´/D kyCx 2´kCky ´k
(2) S .x;y;´/D d .x;y/Cd .x;´/, here d is the ordinary metric on X.
Then .X;S/ is S-metric space.
Definition 5 ([23]). Let .X;S/ be a S-metric space and AX ,
(1) If for every x 2 A; there exists r > 0 such that BS .x;r/ A, then subset A
is called open subset of X.
(2) Subset A of X is said to be S-bounded if there exists r > 0 such that
S .x;y;y/ < r for all x;y 2 A.
(3) A sequence fxng in X converges to x if and only if S .xn;x;x/
D S .x;xn;xn/! 0 as n!1. That is, for each  > 0; there exists n0 2 N
such that S .x;xn;xn/ <  for all n n0.
(4) A sequence fxng in X is called a Cauchy sequence if for each  > 0, there
exists n0 2N such that S .xn;xm;xm/ <  for each n;m n0.
The S-metric space .X;S/ is said to be complete if every Cauchy sequence
is convergent.
(5) Let  be the set of all AX with x 2A if and only if there exists r > 0 such
that BS .x;r/ A. Then  is a topology induced by the S-metric S on X.
Also, Sedghi et. al. [24] gave some properties of S-metric space and proved fixed
point theorems in this space. Nguyen [25] proved coupled fixed point in partially
ordered S-metric space with the help of mixed weakly monotone maps.
Lakshmikantham and Ciric [17] introduced the concept of mixed g-monotone map-
ping and proved coincidence fixed point theorems in partially ordered metric space.
Definition 6 ([17]). Let .X;/ be a partially ordered set and F W X X ! X
and g W X ! X . We say F has mixed g-monotone property if F is monotone g-
non-decreasing in its first argument, and is monotone g-non-increasing in its second
argument,
that is, for any x;y 2X;
x1;x2 2X;g .x1/ g .x2/ impliesF .x1;y/ F .x2;y/
and y1;y2 2X;g .y1/ g .y2/ impliesF .x;y1/ F .x;y2/ :
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Theorem 1 ([17]). Let .X;/ be a partially ordered set and F WX X !X and
suppose there is a metric d on X such that .X;d/ is a complete metric space. Assume
that there is a function  W Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ with  .t/ < t and
lim
r!tC
 .r/ < t for each t > 0:
Also suppose F W X X ! X and g W X ! X are such that F has the mixed g-
monotone property satisfying:
d .F .x;y/ ;F .u;v// 

d .g .x/ ;g .u//Cd .g .y/ ;g .v//
2

;
for all x;y;u;v 2X , for which g .x/g .u/ and g .y/g .v/. ConsiderF .X X/
g .X/, g is continuous and commutes with F and also suppose either
(1) F is continuous
or
(2) X has the following property:
(a) if a non-decreasing sequence fxng ! x, then xn  x for all n;
(b) if a non-increasing sequence fyng ! y, then y  yn for all n.
If there exist x0;y0 2X such that g .x0/ F .x0;y0/ and g .y0/ F .y0;x0/
then there exist x;y 2X such that g .x/D F .x;y/ and g .y/D F .y;x/.
In 2012, Gordji et. al. [7] introduced the concept of the mixed weakly inceasing
property of mappings and proved a coupled fixed point result.
Definition 7 ([7]). Let .X;/ be a partially ordered set and f;g W X X ! X be
mappings. We say that a pair .f;g/ has the mixed weakly monotone property on X,
if for any x;y 2X
x  f .x;y/ ;y  f .y;x/ ;
this implies
f .x;y/ g .f .x;y/ ;f .y;x// ;f .y;x/ g .f .y;x/ ;f .x;y//
and
x  g .x;y/ ;y  g .y;x/ ;
this implies
) g .x;y/ f .g .x;y/ ;g .y;x// ;g .y;x/ f .g .y;x/ ;g .x;y// :
Theorem 2 ([7]). Let .X;;d / be a partially ordered complete metric space. Let
f;g WX X!X are mappings such that pair .f;g/ has the mixed weakly monotone
property on X. Suppose that there exist p;q;r; s  0 with pC qC r C 2s < 1 such
that
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d .f .x;y/ ;g .u;v// p
2
D..x;y/ ; .u;v//
C q
2
D..x;y/ ; .f .x;y/ ;f .y;x///
C r
2
D ..u;v/ ; .g .u;v/ ;g .v;u///
C s
2
D ..x;y/ ; .g .u;v/ ;g .v;u///
C s
2
D ..u;v/ ; .f .x;y/ ;f .y;x/// ;
for all x;y;u;v 2 X with x  u and y  v. Let x0;y0 2 X be such that x0 
f .x0;y0/ ;y0  f .y0;x0/ or x0  g .x0;y0/ ;y0  g .y0;x0/.
If f or g is continuous, then f and g have a coupled common fixed point in X.
This result is generalized by Nguyen [25] to S-metric space as follows:
Theorem 3 ([25]). Let .X;;S/ be a partially ordered S-metric space and f;g W
X X !X be two maps such that
(1) X is complete;
(2) The pair .f;g/ has the mixed weakly monotone property on X, x0f .x0;y0/ ;
f .y0;x0/ y0 or x0  g .x0;y0/ ;g .y0;x0/ y0 for some x0;y0 2X ;
(3) There exist p;q;r; s  0 satisfying pCqC rC2s < 1 and
d .f .x;y/ ;f .x;y/ ;g .u;v// p
2
D..x;y/ ; .x;y/ ; .u;v//
C q
2
D..x;y/ ; .x;y/ ; .f .x;y/ ;f .y;x///
C r
2
D ..u;v/ ; .u;v/ ; .g .u;v/ ;g .v;u///
C s
2
D ..x;y/ ; .x;y/ ; .g .u;v/ ;g .v;u///
C s
2
D ..u;v/ ; .u;v/ ; .f .x;y/ ;f .y;x/// ;
for all x;y;u;v 2X with x  u and y  v;
where D D ..x;y/ ; .u;v/ ; .´;w//D S .x;u;´/CS .y;v;w/ I
(4) f or g is continuous or X has the following property:
(a) If fxng is an increasing sequence with xn ! x, then xn  x for all
n 2N ,
(b) If fxng is an decreasing sequence with xn ! x, then x  xn for all
n 2N .
Then f and g have a coupled common fixed point in X.
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Now our aim is to prove new common coupled fixed points theorems by using
altering distance function and mixed weakly monotone maps in partially ordered S-
metric space.
2. MAIN RESULT
Theorem 4. Let .X;;S/ be a partially ordered complete S-metric space and the
mappings f;g WXX!X satisfies the mixed weakly monotone property on X; x0 
f .x0;y0/ ;f .y0;x0/  y0 or x0  g .x0;y0/ ;g .y0;x0/  y0 for some x0;y0 2 X:
Consider a function  W Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ with  .t/ < t and
lim
r!tC
 .r/ < t for each t > 0:
such that
S .f .x;y/ ;f .x;y/ ;g .u;v// 

S .x;x;u/CS .y;y;v/
2

I (2.1)
8x;y;u;v 2X with x  u and y  v.
Also, assume that either f or g is continuous or X has the following property:
(1) If fxng is an increasing sequence with xn! x then xn  x for all n 2N ;
(2) If fyng is an decreasing sequence with yn! y then y  yn for all n 2N .
Then f and g have a coupled common fixed point in X.
Proof. Consider x0  f .x0;y0/ and y0  f .y0;x0/ and let f .x0;y0/D x1 and
f .y0;x0/D y1.
Now, x1 D f .x0;y0/  g .f .x0;y0/ ;f .y0;x0//D g .x1;y1/D x2(say) and y1 D
f .y0;x0/ g .f .y0;x0/ ;f .x0;y0//D g .y1;x1/D y2(say).
Continuing in this way, we have x2nC1 D f .x2n;y2n/ , y2nC1 D f .y2n;x2n/ and
x2nC2 D g .x2nC1;y2nC1/ , y2nC2 D g .y2nC1;x2nC1/ :
Thus, we conclude that fxng is increasing and fyng is decreasing sequence.
Similarly, from the condition x0  g .x0;y0/ and y0  g .y0;x0/ ; we can say that
the sequences fxng and fyng are increasing or decreasing.
Now from (2.1), we obtain
S .f .x2n;y2n/ ;f .x2n;y2n/ ;g .x2nC1;y2nC1//
 

S .x2n;x2n;x2nC1/CS .y2n;y2n;y2nC1/
2

;
which implies,
S .x2nC1;x2nC1;x2nC2/
 

S .x2n;x2n;x2nC1/CS .y2n;y2n;y2nC1/
2

: (2.2)
Again, using the same step, we have
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S .y2nC1;y2nC1;y2nC2/
 

S .y2n;y2n;y2nC1/CS .x2n;x2n;x2nC1/
2

: (2.3)
Adding (2.2) and (2.3), we get
S .x2nC1;x2nC1;x2nC2/CS .y2nC1;y2nC1;y2nC2/
 2

S .x2n;x2n;x2nC1/CS .y2n;y2n;y2nC1/
2

:
Thus,
t2n  2

t2n 1
2

; (2.4)
where t2n D S .x2nC1;x2nC1;x2nC2/CS .y2nC1;y2nC1;y2nC2/ :
Now, using the property that  .t/ < t , t > 0 in (2.4), this gives
t2n  2

t2n 1
2

D t2n 1: (2.5)
Interchanging the role of mappings f and g, and using (2.1), we have
S .g .x2nC1;y2nC1/ ;g .x2nC1;y2nC1/ ;f .x2nC2;y2nC2//
 

S .x2nC1;x2nC1;x2nC2/CS .y2nC1;y2nC1;y2nC2/
2

:
Proceeding as above one can get, t2nC1  2
 
t2n
2

.
Again using the fact that  .t/ < t above inequality gives
t2nC1  t2n: (2.6)
From (2.5) and (2.6), we conclude that ftng is a decreasing sequence. Therefore there
exists some t  0 such that
lim
n!1 tn D t:
Also, using the properties of function 
t D lim
n!1 t2n  2 limn!1

t2n 1
2

< t;
This is a contradiction. Hence t D 0.
That is,
lim
n!1S .xn;xn;xnC1/CS .yn;yn;ynC1/D 0: (2.7)
Using property of S-metric space, for nm, we have
S .xn;xn;xm/CS .yn;yn;ym/ 2S .xn;xn;xnC1/CS .xnC1;xnC1;xm/
C2S .yn;yn;ynC1/CS .ynC1;ynC1;ym/ :
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on taking limit as n;m!1 and using (2.7), we obtain
lim
n;m!1
h
S .xn;xn;xm/CS .yn;yn;ym/
i
 lim
n;m!1
h
S .xnC1;xnC1;xm/CS .ynC1;ynC1;ym/
i
 lim
n;m!1
h
2S .xnC1;xnC1;xnC2/CS .xnC2;xnC2;xm/
C2S .ynC1;ynC1;ynC2/CS .ynC2;ynC2;ym/
i
D lim
n;m!1
h
S .xnC2;xnC2;xm/CS .ynC2;ynC2;ym/
i
:
By repeatedly use of property of S-metric space, we get
lim
n;m!1
h
S .xn;xn;xm/CS .yn;yn;ym/
i
 lim
n;m!1
h
2S .xm 1;xm 1;xm/CS .xm;xm;xmC1/
C2S .ym 1;ym 1;ym/CS .ym;ym;ymC1/
i
;
which gives,
lim
n;m!1
h
S .xn;xn;xm/CS .yn;yn;ym/
i
D 0:
This shows that fxng and fyng are two Cauchy sequences in X. Since X is complete,
9 x;y 2X such that
xn! x and yn! y as n!1:
As f is supposed to be continuous, therefore
x D lim
n!1x2nC1 D limn!1f .x2n;y2n/
D f

lim
n!1x2n; limn!1y2n

D f .x;y/
and
y D lim
n!1y2nC1 D limn!1f .y2n;x2n/
D f

lim
n!1y2n; limn!1x2n

D f .y;x/ :
From (2.1),
S .f .x;y/ ;f .x;y/ ;g .x;y//CS .f .y;x/ ;f .y;x/ ;g .y;x//
 

S .x;x;x/CS .y;y;y/
2

C

S .y;y;y/CS .x;x;x/
2

;
S .x;x;g .x;y//CS .y;y;g .y;x//D 0:
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Thus we have, g .x;y/D x and g .y;x/D y:
Hence .x;y/ is coupled common fixed point of f and g.
Similarly, the result follows, when g is assumed to be continuous.
Now, consider the other assumption that for an increasing sequencefxng with
xn ! x we have xn  x and for decreasing sequence fyng with yn ! y we have
y  yn for all n 2N .
Consider,
S .x;x;f .x;y// 2S .x;x;xn/CS .f .x;y/ ;f .x;y/ ;xn/
D 2S .x;x;xn/CS .f .x;y/ ;f .x;y/ ;g .xn 1;yn 1//
 2S .x;x;xn/C

S .x;x;xn 1/CS .y;y;yn 1/
2

:
Similarly,
S .y;y;f .y;x// 2S .y;y;yn/CS .f .y;x/ ;f .y;x/ ;yn/
D 2S .y;y;yn/CS .f .y;x/ ;f .y;x/ ;g .yn 1;xn 1//
 2S .y;y;yn/C

S .y;y;yn 1/CS .x;x;xn 1/
2

:
Adding the above inequalities, one can get
S .x;x;f .x;y//CS .y;y;f .y;x//
 2S .x;x;xn/C2S .y;y;yn/C2

S .x;x;xn 1/CS .y;y;yn 1/
2

;
on taking n!1, we get S .x;x;f .x;y//CS .y;y;f .y;x// < 0;which shows that
f .x;y/D x and f .y;x/D y. By interchanging the role of functions f and g, we get
the same result for g. Thus .x;y/ is the common coupled fixed point of f and g. 
Corollary 1. Let .X;;S/ be a partially ordered complete S-metric space and
the mappings f;g W X X ! X satisfies the mixed weakly monotone property on X.
Consider a function  W Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ with  .t/ < t and
lim
r!tC
 .r/ < t for each t > 0
such that
S .f .x;y/ ;f .x;y/ ;g .u;v// a
2
ŒS .x;x;u/CS .y;y;v/ ; (2.8)
8x;y;u;v 2X with x  u and y  v.
Also, assume that either f or g is continuous or X has the following property:
(1) If fxng is an increasing sequence with xn! x then xn  x for all n 2N ;
(2) If fyng is an decreasing sequence with yn! y then y  yn for all n 2N .
Proof. Taking  .t/D at with a 2 .0;1/ in Theorem 4, we obtain the result. 
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Corollary 2. Let .X;;S/ be a partially ordered complete S-metric space and
the mapping f W X X ! X satisfies the mixed monotone property on X. Consider
a function  W Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ with  .t/ < t
lim
r!tC
 .r/ < t for each t > 0
such that
S .f .x;y/ ;f .x;y/ ;f .u;v// a
2
ŒS .x;x;u/CS .y;y;v/ ; (2.9)
8x;y;u;v 2X with x  u and y  v.
Also assume that either f is continuous or X has the following property:-
(1) If fxng is an increasing sequence with xn! x then xn  x for all n 2N ;
(2) If fyng is an decreasing sequence with yn! y then y  yn for all n 2N .
Proof. Taking  .t/D at with a 2 .0;1/ and f D g in Theorem 4, we obtain the
corollary or result. 
Corollary 3. Assume that X is totally ordered set in addition to the hypothesis of
Theorem 4. Then f and g have unique common fixed point.
Proof. From Theorem 4, f and g have a coupled common fixed point .x;y/. Let
.l;m/ be another coupled common fixed point of f and g. Without loss of generality
we may assume that .x;y/ .l;m/. Then from (2.1) we have,
S .f .x;y/ ;f .x;y/ ;g .l;m// 

S .x;x; l/CS .y;y;m/
2

;
S .x;x; l/ 

S .x;x; l/CS .y;y;m/
2

:
Similarly,
S .y;y;m/ 

S .y;y;m/CS .x;x; l/
2

:
On adding the above inequalities, we have
S .x;x; l/CS .y;y;m/ 2

S .x;x; l/CS .y;y;m/
2

:
Using the definition of function , we get
S .x;x; l/CS .y;y;m/ < S .x;x; l/CS .y;y;m/;
which is a contradiction. Hence x D l and y D m. This proves that the coupled
common fixed point of f and g is unique.
Again from (2.1), we have
S .f .x;y/ ;f .x;y/ ;g .y;x// 

S .x;x;y/CS .y;y;x/
2

;
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S .x;x;y/ 

S .x;x;y/CS .y;y;x/
2

:
Similarly,
S .y;y;x/ 

S .y;y;x/CS .x;x;y/
2

:
On adding the above inequalities, we have
S .x;x;y/CS .y;y;x/ 2

S .x;x; l/CS .y;y;m/
2

:
Thus we get x D y: 
Theorem 5. Let .X;;S/ be a partially ordered complete S-metric space and
the mappings f;g W X X ! X satisfies the mixed weakly monotone property on X.
Consider a function  W Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ with  .t/ < t and
lim
r!tC
 .r/ < t for each t > 0
such thatZ S.f .x;y/;f .x;y/;g.u;v//
0
' .t/dt  
Z S.x;x;u/CS.y;y;v/
2
0
' .t/dt; (2.10)
8x;y;u;v 2 X with x  u and y  v. Here ' W Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ is a Lebesgue
integrable function as a summable for each compact RC, non-negative and such that
for each  > 0,
R
' .t/dt > 0.
Also, assume that either f or g is continuous or X has the following property:
(1) If fxng is an increasing sequence with xn! x then xn  x for all n 2N ;
(2) If fyng is an decreasing sequence with yn! y then y  yn for all n 2N .
Then f and g have a coupled common fixed point in X.
Proof. As in Theorem 4, we can construct two sequences fxng and fyng and using
(2.10), we haveZ S.f .x2n;y2n/;f .x2n;y2n/;g.x2nC1;y2nC1//
0
' .t/dt
 
Z  S.x2n;x2n;x2nC1/CS.y2n;y2n;y2nC1/
2
!
0
' .t/dt;
Z S.x2nC1;x2nC1;x2nC2/
0
' .t/dt <
Z  S.x2n;x2n;x2nC1/CS.y2n;y2n;y2nC1/
2
!
0
' .t/dt;
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This gives,
S .x2nC1;x2nC1;x2nC2/ <

S .x2n;x2n;x2nC1/CS .y2n;y2n;y2nC1/
2

: (2.11)
In the same way, we get
S .y2nC1;y2nC1;y2nC2/ <

S .y2n;y2n;y2nC1/CS .x2n;x2n;x2nC1/
2

: (2.12)
On adding the above inequalities and using the properties of function , we get ftng
be a decreasing sequence and limn!1tn D 0.
Again, by using the properties of S-metric space we observe that fxng and fyng are
the Cauchy sequences in X. By continuity of function f, we have x D f .x;y/ and
y D f .y;x/.
Now from (2.10), we getZ S.f .x;y/;f .x;y/;g.x;y//
0
' .t/dt  
Z S.x;x;x/CS.y;y;y/
2

0
' .t/dt;
which implies S .x;x;g .x;y//D 0 or g .x;y/D x. Similarly g .y;x/D y.
Thus .x;y/ is the coupled common fixed point of f and g.
Now, assuming the condition that for increasing sequence fxng with xn! x then
xn  x and for decreasing sequence fyng with yn! y then yn  y for all n 2N;Z S.x;x;f .x;y//
0
' .t/dt 
Z 2S.x;x;xn/
0
' .t/dtC
Z S.f .x;y/;f .x;y/;xn/
0
' .t/dt
D
Z 2S.x;x;xn/
0
' .t/dtC
Z S.f .x;y/;f .x;y/;g.xn 1;yn 1//
0
' .t/dt

Z 2S.x;x;xn/
0
' .t/dtC
Z S.x;x;xn 1/CS.y;y;yn 1/
2

0
' .t/dt:
(2.13)
Taking limit as n!1, we obtainZ S.x;x;f .x;y//
0
' .t/dt 
Z 2S.x;x;/
0
' .t/dtC
Z S.x;x;x/CS.y;y;y/
2

0
' .t/dt;
This shows that f has coupled fixed point. By interchanging the role of mappings f
and g, we get the coupled fixed point of g.
Hence, we conclude that in both cases f and g have coupled fixed point.
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